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Abstract

In May 1985 the Japanese government passed the Equal Employment Opportunity Law (hereafter referred to as EEO Law) which took effect from April 1986. The enactment of the EEO Law has aroused much controversy and debate unprecedented in the history of labour legislation in Japan. It prohibits discrimination against women in vocational training, fringe benefits, retirement and dismissal. It also urges employers to 'endeavour' to treat women equally with men with regard to recruitment, job assignment and promotion. This paper analyses the nature of the EEO Law and looks at its effects on companies' personnel policies. It also examines how the law has affected Japanese women's career consciousness based on attitude surveys conducted at a 'good practice' company before and after the enactment of the law.
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INTRODUCTION

The international trend towards sex equality in recent years has strongly influenced the Japanese government's policy for women. In 1980, Japan participated in the World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women and agreed to ratify the Convention of the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women by 1985. This international convention, together with many internal social and economic changes, led to the enactment of the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Law in May 1985. The enactment of the EEO Law has aroused controversy and debate unprecedented in the history of labour legislation in Japan. It prohibits discrimination against women in vocational training, fringe benefits, retirement and dismissal. It also urges employers to endeavour to treat women equally with men with regard to recruitment, job assignment and promotion. For the first time in Japanese history, formal guarantees of equal treatment between men and women in all stages of employment are enshrined in a single piece of legislation. The Japanese government described the passing of the new legislation as 'a great historical moment for all kinds of movements against discrimination in Japan' (MOL 1986: 2).

Indeed, the EEO Law appears to have brought about many changes in companies' policies on women in recent years. Since the introduction of the law, equal opportunities for women have become an important policy issue on management's agenda in many firms. The aim of this paper is to examine the extent to which Japanese companies have modified and adapted their traditionally male-oriented personnel management systems towards more egalitarian treatment of women and to see whether the model of equal opportunities policies pursued by companies is having a positive impact on women's careers.

There are two reasons why Japan provides a particularly interesting
case for the examination of women's equal employment issues. Firstly, the Japanese employment system has developed the world's most closed and male-dominated internal labour markets. Their smooth operation up to recent years has depended on personnel management rules and practices which exclude the majority of women from the core career jobs. Internal labour market theorists argue that the rules and procedures which define the internal labour markets and govern their operation, once institutionalised, tend to be self-perpetuating and are difficult to change (Doeringer and Piore 1971). The Japanese employment system has been under increasing pressure to change as a result of many social and economic changes in recent years. Equal opportunities for women is one of the new challenges confronting Japanese management. Japan thus provides an interesting case for examining how an employment system with well-developed internal labour markets responds to the pressures for greater equality for women.

Secondly, there are reasons to expect the process of change to be more complex in Japan. It is a country which is uniquely situated between the advanced industrial societies of the West and the less-developed countries. Japan emerged as a modern state after World War II. Economically, it is an advanced industrialised country. Socially, it shares many similar characteristics with other developing countries. Particularly illustrative is the position of women in the society. Further, the continued high performance of the economic system means that the desire among policy makers to maintain the present employment system is strong. This makes demands for equal employment a much more sensitive and complex issue than in other advanced countries. One would therefore expect the experience of equal opportunities for women in Japan to differ from that in the West.

This paper examines how Japan has been tackling this highly sensitive issue of promoting greater equality for women in the sphere of employment. The analysis will focus on the 1986 EEO Law and its effects on companies' personnel policies. It will also look at how Japanese women themselves have been responding to the new situation. Before moving on to look at the EEO Law and its effects on company policies, I will give a brief examination of the nature of discrimination against women in the Japanese employment system.

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN IN THE JAPANESE EMPLOYMENT SYSTEM

Japanese women's participation in employment shares many similar characteristics with their counterparts in the Western industrialised countries. The tendency has been towards increased participation and an expansion of the range of occupations into which women have entered. By 1990, Japanese women constituted 38 per cent of the total employed workforce and their labour force participation had reached 50.1 per cent (MOI 1991). However, compared to many Western advanced countries, Japan has been rather slow in granting women equal treatment in the workplace. Employment practices which were overtly discriminatory against women and were explicitly prohibited by legislation in most of the advanced industrialised countries by the mid-1970s were still part of the norm of the employment system until recently. A government survey in 1981 showed that many companies discriminated against women not only in recruitment but also in wages, job assignments, training, promotion and retirement age (MOI 1981). According to the survey, 73 per cent of the firms restricted their recruitment of graduates to men only, 83 per cent of the firms had positions that were not open to women and 43 per cent gave women no opportunity for promotion. Until May 1985 when the EEO Law was passed, there was virtually no legal protection against
discrimination of women in employment.

Nowhere in the industrialised world do women enjoy equal status with their male counterparts in the labour market. Sexual inequality in employment appears to be a universal phenomenon but Japan represents an extreme case among the advanced industrialised countries. Japanese women workers not only have to cope with problems common to women workers in all industrialised countries, but they are also confronted with some unique problems arising from the special nature of the Japanese employment system, characterised by the peculiar features of lifetime employment and the seniority-based wage and promotion systems (Takahashi 1983; Sano 1986; Yashiro 1983). From the viewpoint of firms, employment of a permanent workforce and wage increments by age make the employment system extremely rigid. This inevitably means that the benefits of the practices can only be applied to the core, predominantly male, workers. The majority of women workers, workers in small firms and a large number of part-time and temporary workers are excluded. Women constitute a high proportion of the ‘non-core’ workforce. Their relatively lower wages, high turnover and flexible entry and exit from the labour market play an especially important role in maintaining the flexibility of the employment system (Shinotsuka 1982; Kawashima 1987).

The logic of the Japanese employment system is sustained by personnel management rules and practices which operate to exclude the majority of women from the core career jobs. Japanese companies are reluctant to invest in the long-term training of women because of their higher average turnover rate as compared to men’s. In Western countries, women can use external occupational or professional training as credentials to career development; in Japan the emphasis on long-term firm-specific training means that Japanese women tend to face greater obstacles. Institutional barriers to career advancement and firms have a stronger discretionary power in allocating the chances for career development. Occupational advancement depends much more on the allocative rules and procedures of the firm than elsewhere.

The importance of the seniority rule in job allocation, promotion and wage determination also operates to the serious disadvantage of women. Women retiring from the firm tend to lose all their accumulated seniority. When they re-enter the job market, they have to start again at the bottom of the job hierarchy. Career interruption is a disadvantage to women in any country, but it is much more of a handicap in Japan. Many firms, particularly the large ones, only recruit their regular workers from fresh school leavers. Job openings available for mid-career workers are limited; and for women they are often limited to jobs in small firms or part-time jobs. Promotion and career development in Japanese firms also generally involve regular job-rotation which often requires geographical mobility. Compliance with the mobility requirement is important for promotion to managerial positions. Firms do not expect women to be as mobile as their male colleagues. The immobility of women is often given as a reason for not promoting them and not assigning them to main-stream jobs.

Women’s exclusion from main-stream career jobs is further reinforced by many informal, yet deep-rooted work practices and social customs which are part of the normal corporate life in Japan. Commitment and loyalty to the work group and the corporate community are crucial for career success. Working long hours, intensive involvement in extra-work activities and socialising with co-workers outside working hours are all part of the obligations of a committed member of the corporate community. The dominance of corporate life over private life means that women with family obligations are seen as marginal members.
Customary rules and practices in Japanese companies are based upon the traditional assumption that 'men's sphere is at work', therefore they are expected to be committed and loyal workers; whereas 'women's sphere is at home', therefore their role in the workplace can only be partial or marginal. This deep rooted sex role distinction in Japanese society serves as an important ideological basis for justifying sexual inequality in the workplace. Sexual inequality in employment is very much related to the sexual division of labour within the family. This is true in Japan as well as in all other countries. However, what sets Japan apart from other advanced industrialised countries is that such an extreme sex role distinction has survived into a period of rapid and dramatic economic growth, and that it has rarely been challenged until very recently.

**THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY (EEO) LAW (DANJÔ KOYÔ KIKAI KINTÔ HÔ)**

In May 1985, the Japanese government passed the EEO Law which took effect from April 1986. Has the EEO legislation helped to reduce discrimination and enhance women's career opportunities? Before answering this question, it is necessary to look at the nature of the EEO legislation and the model of change underlying it.

From the Western perspective, the Japanese EEO Law may appear rather peculiar. It has granted women very few new rights and imposed only limited legal obligations on employers. The legislation makes a distinction between 'prohibition' (kinshi kitei) and 'exhortation' (doryoku-gimuru kitei) in its provisions for ensuring equal treatment between men and women. Prohibition against discrimination applies to basic vocational training, fringe benefits, retirement and dismissal - areas in which substantial changes had already taken place before the law was introduced. These are also areas where equal opportunities for women will cause least disruption to the core personnel management system. With regard to the most important stages in employment, including recruitment, job assignment and promotion, sections 7 and 8 of the law merely 'exhort' (morally oblige) employers to treat women equally as men. 'Employers shall endeavour to give women equal opportunity with men'. Basically, the hortatory provisions have no legal effect. The major responsibility for interpretation and implementation lies with the Ministry of Labour. These sections are the areas governing entry to the company and job allocation within the company over which employers resisted strongly any form of legal intervention during the bill's drafting stage. The basis of management's argument centred on the difference in the average length of service between men and women and the 'logic' of the lifetime employment practice (MOL 1986:52-3; Ouwaki 1987:11-4).

Management argued that legal enforcement of equal opportunities in recruitment, job assignment and promotion would cause chaos in companies' personnel management systems and eventually destroy the vitality of the Japanese economy (Honda 1984: 110; The Japan Times, March 25, 1984). The hortatory provisions clearly represent an adaptation to and compromise with the existing employment system.

The hortatory provisions appear to be highly ambiguous and their enforcement is dependent upon the administrative guidance (gyosei-shido) of the Ministry of Labour. An analysis of the contents of the law and the guidelines set by the Ministry of Labour suggests that the standard of equality as required by the Japanese legislation falls far short of the 'Western norm'. The way 'equal opportunity' is being defined appears to be rather narrow and limited. According to the interpretation of the Ministry of Labour, 'to give women equal opportunity' means 'not to exclude women and not to treat women unfavourably'. 'To exclude women' means not offering women any opportunity; 'not to exclude women' means offering women any opportunity.
women' means offering women some opportunity. For instance, in recruitment, employers are not allowed to advertise jobs for men only, although they can specify the number of employees they intend to recruit by sex, such as '70 males required' and '30 females required'. This is not against the requirements of the guidelines because the employers do not exclude women. Similarly, with regard to assignment and promotion, employers are asked 'not to exclude women', for instance companies which do not offer women any job rotation or promotion chances will be required to 'make efforts' to offer women some opportunity. However, in any case where the frequency of job rotation for women is less than for men or where assignment to certain jobs is limited to women workers with certain qualifications - these do not constitute exclusion of women.

A second meaning of 'equal opportunity' means 'not to treat women unfavourably'. According to the guidelines, to treat women unfavourably means to set different qualifications or conditions of employment for men and women. Discrimination in this sense means unequal treatment; non-discrimination means equal treatment. The guidelines specify that if as a result fewer women than men are able to comply with such terms and conditions, it does not constitute 'unfavourable treatment'. For example, according to the guidelines, in the case of promotion tests, 'unfavourable treatment' means not to offer women the opportunity to take the test or to impose qualification requirements on women different from those of men, such as requiring longer years of service. If the results of the tests turn out to be that fewer women than men are qualified for promotion, this does not constitute 'unfavourable treatment'. Clearly, the Ministry of Labour's interpretation does not embody the concept of 'indirect discrimination'.

Taking the above interpretation literally, one can say that the guidelines are aimed at doing no more than removing the most blatant forms of direct discrimination against women. 'Equal opportunity' is interpreted as 'equal treatment of women to that of men'. On the whole, the Ministry of Labour seems to have compromised with the status quo and made little attempt to tackle the problem of institutional discrimination.

The Japanese Ministry of Labour, however, points out that the EEO Law is a developing piece of legislation, and that the requirements stipulated in the law represent no more than temporary minimum standards aimed at raising the average norm of equal opportunities in the Japanese enterprise community by reducing the number of bad practice companies. According to the ministry, the spirit of the law goes beyond the requirements stipulated in the law. Good practice employers, that is those who have already satisfied the minimum requirements, are expected to fulfil their 'moral obligations' by making 'further efforts' in providing equal opportunities for women, in respect of the spirit of the law (MOL 1986: 44). The EEO Law has two objectives. The first is to use the prohibitory provisions to remove the most blatant forms of direct discrimination; this first objective in effect aims at formally ratifying changes that have mostly occurred in the past and also enforcing changes in the worst practice companies. Its second, more important, objective is to use the plenary provisions to exert 'moral pressure' on the good practice employers to move beyond the minimum requirements enshrined in the law, and set the new norms and standards of equality. Thus, the real significance of the law lies not only in the extent to which companies in general are prepared to comply with the stipulated requirements, but more importantly, in the extent to which it can act as a symbol of new moral standards to stimulate the good practice employers to set the pace for further change, particularly in the areas of recruitment, job assignment and promotion.

The future outcome, however, is uncertain. The effectiveness of the
model of change underlying the EEO Law will have to be evaluated not only in terms of whether companies have responded to the legislation, but also regarding the extent to which the policy changes will actually benefit women in terms of their job status and career opportunities. Moreover, the attitudes and responses of women to the new situation will also be a crucial factor in determining the future outcome. The rest of this paper examines how companies have responded to the legislation by looking at some macro-level survey data and the reaction of women to the new situation at a good practice company.

THE MANAGEMENT RESPONSE TO THE EEO LAW

Extent of Direct Policy Response to the EEO Law

It appears that companies are more willing to introduce changes both at the point of entry (recruitment and conditions of employment) and exit (retirement), according to the Ministry of Labour survey (MOL 1987). These are areas which will cause least disruption to the core practices of the personnel management system and tend to affect only those employees who are either joining or leaving the company.

In the areas of assignment, job rotation (especially that involving movement between establishments) and promotion, company response to the equal treatment requirements stipulated in the guidelines has been relatively limited. A high proportion of firms said they had not complied: 35.1 per cent in assignment, 55.1 per cent in job rotation involving geographical mobility and 41.5 per cent in promotion (note: these figures are the sum total of those which replied 'under examination', 'no action yet' and 'unclear' in the survey results shown in Table 1). These are the areas in which changes will affect a large number of the existing employees. One would therefore expect resistance to rapid changes from both the employers and the male employees. Changes in these areas will

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent of Response to the EEO Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Already had</th>
<th>Change equal opportunity introduced</th>
<th>Under examination yet</th>
<th>No action</th>
<th>Unclear</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
<td>68.0%</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions of employment</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Assignment</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Within same establishment</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Rotation involves geographical mobility</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>37.2%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Prohibition)

| Basic training (for new recruits)  | 65.7                                | 6.6%                  | [No such training*= 38.7%] | 100.0% |
| Basic training (job-related)      | 42.3                                | 4.7%                  | [No such training*= 48.0%] | 4.9     | 100.0%|
| Management training               | 29.7                                | 3.0%                  | [No such training*= 60.9%] | 6.4%    | 100.0%|
| Benefits (e.g. Housing Loan)      | 27.3                                | 0.7%                  | [No such benefits= 67.6%] | 4.3%    | 100.0%|
| Retirement Age                    | 82.1                                | 15.0%                 | -         | 2.9%    | 100.0%|

Source: Compiled from MOL (1987).

* This could either mean that the responding companies did not conduct training in these areas, or the type of training they had was outside the scope of the equal treatment requirements. The present legislation only prohibits discrimination in a narrow range of formal training, excluding on-the-job training. For fuller discussion of these points, see Lam (1992).
probably involve a long process of bargaining between the management and different categories of employees within the enterprise. Judging from the small proportion of firms which said they had introduced changes in compliance with the equal treatment requirements, the legislation does not appear to have had a substantial impact in these areas.

However, one can still argue that since a relatively high proportion of the companies replied that ‘change was not necessary because they already had equal opportunity for women before the legislation was enacted’, this need not mean that the hortatory provisions have had no effect. It could mean that some of the firms had introduced policy changes in anticipation of the new legislation. Therefore by the time the legislation came into force, there was no need to take any further action. It could also mean that more companies are now making false claims that they have equal opportunity policies because of increasing social pressures on companies to do so. Both interpretations could be true; it would be difficult to verify the precise contribution of each factor to the replies in the survey.

There is some evidence to support the argument that many companies, especially the large ones, had indeed taken steps to eliminate the most blatant forms of direct discrimination against women before the EEO Law formally came into force in April 1986. About one-third of the firms reported that they had completed reviewing their personnel management procedures (75 per cent in the case of firms with 3,000 or more employees) and half of them were taking some kind of action, according to a survey on 321 large major firms in March 1986 (Rōsei Jihō 1986). Further, a comparison of the results of the Ministry of Labour surveys on companies’ personnel management policies on women at three different points in time, namely 1977, 1981 and 1987, shows a dramatic decline in the number of firms reporting direct discrimination against women; the decline was especially sharp between 1981 and 1987 (Table 2). Between 1977 and 1981, there was some slight improvement but the extent of change was not as drastic as that which occurred between 1981 and 1987. The change was most dramatic with regard to recruitment, conditions of employment and job assignment. The one area that appeared to be most resistant to change was promotion; 41.4 per cent of the firms reported not offering women management promotion chances or imposing different terms and conditions in 1987, as compared to 45.1 per cent in 1981 and 52.3 per cent in 1977.

Overall, the legislation has had an impact on the most blatant forms of direct discrimination against women, except in promotion. It has helped to eliminate the number of worst practice companies. The meagre improvement reported in the area of promotion is not difficult to explain. Equal opportunity for women (defined in the guidelines as ‘not to exclude women’ or ‘not to treat women unfavourably’) in recruitment or assignment can be fulfilled by allowing some new recruits into areas which have previously excluded them, even if it is only a few token women. This can be achieved within a relatively short period of time. In contrast, equal treatment in promotion is much more complex. It requires changing the policies on existing employees; even promoting a few token women to supervisory positions can be politically sensitive and seen as disrupting the existing hierarchical order in the organisation. A longer time span may be necessary before companies can claim they offer equal treatment to women in promotion.

The quick response of companies to the practical requirements of the EEO Law raises an important question: namely, the meaning of ‘equal opportunity’ as defined in the guidelines, and the standards of equal opportunities required. The guidelines merely require companies to adopt a ‘non-discriminatory’ approach in applying personnel management
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Percentage of companies reporting direct discrimination against women (1977, 1981 and 1987)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Male graduates only</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Male high school leavers only</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Mid-career entry limited to males only</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions of employment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Imposing different terms and conditions on men and women, e.g. different age limit, exclusion of married women, etc.)</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job assignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Have jobs which excluded women completely)</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job rotation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Not offering women job rotation)</td>
<td>50.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No training for women or contents of training programme different for men and women)</td>
<td>70.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No managerial promotion opportunities or imposing different conditions)</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Separate systems for men and women)</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: * Questions in the 1987 survey were designed specifically to test the extent to which companies had compiled with the practical requirements of the EEO Law. The way they were written differed from that of the previous two surveys. The 1987 figures were adapted by the author for comparison with the previous survey results. ** Comparable data on training was not available in the 15

rules and procedures but not necessarily changes in these established rules and practices. It could well be that companies have accepted the equal treatment requirement with little resistance partly because they have discovered that adopting it will not necessarily upset the status quo.

A more detailed examination of the type of policy changes introduced will illustrate more clearly the extent to which management have actually taken positive steps to initiate changes in their personnel management procedures towards more egalitarian treatment of women, in respect of the spirit of the law.

Recruitment and Conditions of Employment for New Entrants
Companies have responded most readily since the enactment of the EEO Law in the areas of recruitment and conditions of employment for new entrants. The effects are also more readily observable as changes in recruitment and selection policies will have an immediate impact on the large number of graduates and school leavers coming onto the job market in the spring of each year.

It is in job advertising that the most remarkable changes have taken place. The proportion of companies excluding female job applicants (specifying that jobs were open to male graduates only) declined from 41 per cent in 1986 to 17 per cent in 1987; those offering jobs to graduates without specifying sex requirements rose from 36 per cent in 1986 to 77 per cent in 1987 (JIWE 1986 and 1987).

An increasing number of companies have also taken steps to remove the unfavourable terms and conditions applied specifically to female job applicants, such as requiring women to have special qualifications or skills, or restrictions that women should be commuting to work from their parents' homes etc. A more remarkable change has been the move towards equalisation of starting wages for new recruits. The
proportion of companies offering equal starting wages for male and female graduates rose from 36 per cent in 1980 to 79 per cent in 1987, according to surveys by the Rōmugōsei Kenkyūsha (Rōsei Jihō 1987).

The EEO Law has made it difficult for companies to specify sex requirements in job advertisements and to impose obviously unequal terms and conditions on women at the point of entry. Nevertheless, some of the changes in recruitment policies are more in form than in substance. Staff at the universities' employment information office reported that even when they received job offers for both sexes, firms often revealed a preference for men in the screening process (JIL 1987: 6). There were also widespread complaints from female graduates that the changes in job advertising had created false expectations and caused confusion in their job hunting activities, as they only discovered that companies had no real intention of recruiting female graduates or offering them equal career opportunities when they approached the companies (Asahi Shimbun, 9 September 1987). In practice, 50 per cent of the firms still restricted recruitment for technical related jobs to men, and over a quarter did not seek to recruit female graduates for administrative or sales jobs, according to the latest survey by the Ministry of Labour (MOL 1990: 4).

The EEO Law does not seem to have had much effect on eliminating many traditional Japanese recruitment practices which, although not in direct violation of the requirements stipulated in the guidelines, discriminate against women. Many companies still conduct their recruitment and screening activities for men and women separately. One common practice is to set aside different dates for accepting applications from men and women. In such cases companies will normally finish the interviews for male job applicants first before they start interviewing female applicants. This could mean that companies only offer job opportunities to women after they have failed to recruit a sufficient number of men. Where recruitment activities for both men and women are conducted on the same day, it is still common practice for companies to organise separate meetings for male and female job applicants. These practices do not constitute discrimination against women, as defined by the Ministry of Labour, because companies have not 'excluded women' in the recruitment procedures.

Sex is still one of the most important criteria on which many companies base their annual recruitment plans and make their manpower decisions. In 1986, three out of four companies still decided in advance the number of men and women they intended to recruit each year (Rōsei Jihō 1986). Out of these more than half indicated that they did not plan to change this practice in the near future. The main reason for this, as pointed out by the companies, was that 'the types of job' for men and women were different. This raises a crucial question of how far the present legislation has helped to remove the traditional practice of recruiting men for core career jobs and women for clerical support jobs. Equal opportunities for women will not come about unless companies are prepared to eliminate the practice of making a clear distinction between 'men's jobs' and 'women's jobs'.

In the areas of job assignment and promotion, the majority of women are still facing insurmountable barriers. Changes over the last few years seem to indicate that companies are moving towards more indirect, yet institutionalised, ways of segregating the majority of women into inferior career tracks.

The Career Tracking System
Since the promulgation of the EEO Law, an increasing number of major firms have introduced a new selection system - the 'career tracking
system' (kōsubetsu koyō-seido). Over 20 per cent of the firms which had had no formal distinction for regular employees' career tracks adopted such a system after the EEO Law was introduced (JIWE 1986). Among those firms which had introduced the system, half indicated that the main objective was to cope with the law. The number of companies adopting the system has been rising in recent years. Career tracking is primarily a 'big firm phenomenon': 42.3 per cent of firms with 5,000 or more employees have introduced the system as compared to 11.4 per cent for firms with 300 - 900 employees (MOL 1990: 7). The system offers employees a choice of career tracks at the point of entry: usually the managerial stream and the clerical stream. The one common criterion used by all the firms adopting the new system is the mobility requirement for jobs in the managerial track. Some companies have simply used instead the commitment to mobility; calling the two career tracks the 'mobile' and the 'non-mobile'. The managerial track (usually called 'sōgōshoku') includes jobs which require complex judgement, such as business negotiations, personnel management, designing or developing products, planning of company policies or strategies. Employees in this track are subject to comprehensive job-rotation and transfers for career development and business necessities, and there is no limit to promotion; employees can eventually become top-level managers or executives. In contrast, jobs in the clerical track (usually called 'ippanshoku') are considered less complicated and more manual; job-rotation and transfers are carried out within a limited scope (notably employees are not required to move to other localities). Promotion for those in the clerical track is limited to lower-level or local management positions. In some firms, an additional track is organised between these two tracks for 'specialist employees' (senmonshoku), who specialise in jobs requiring particular high-level skills or knowledge.

According to the Kanto Management Association (1986), the career tracking system is designed to clarify each individual's career choice at an early stage of their careers so as to facilitate career planning. It also points out that selection for entry to the different career tracks is solely based on 'merit' and that all career options will be opened to both sexes. As the same standards and criteria for selection will be applied equally to both sexes, the new system is therefore, according to the association, intended to eliminate the past informal practice of discrimination against women at the point of entry. The association also claims that the new system, in which individuals are recruited for specific 'jobs' based on 'merit' and in accordance with individual 'choice', signifies a fundamental shift from the traditional sex-based personnel management system to one that is based on merit. This new form of employment system is strongly recommended by the Kanto Management Association as an appropriate way to fulfil the equal treatment requirement of the EEO Law:

...treating women equally with men as required by the new legislation can be met if firms fully implement the merit-based personnel management system. In such cases, the differential treatment for those in different career tracks is not based on sex but solely based on individual merit or abilities.

(Kanto Management Association 1986: 6)

The crucial issue here is the meaning of the concepts of 'job', 'merit' and 'choice' and the way the system is being implemented in practice. Firstly, one needs to look at the criteria used for classifying the different job categories or career streams. How far are they job-related and how far are they behavioural requirements? In the majority of the cases, the job classification is no more than a broad distinction between the 'managerial' and the 'clerical' jobs. It is often not clear what precisely the job specifications are and what type of requirements and qualifications
companies are looking for.

Secondly, job specifications are often very broad and general. The job abilities and qualifications required for the different career streams are often no more than a set of behavioural expectations, such as a commitment to be geographically mobile. At those companies which had adopted the new system, there were complaints from women that they were doing the same kind of work as men but were classified into the inferior ‘clerical career track’ simply because they did not make a commitment to the mobility requirement (JERC 1987: 125-7). This is clearly a form of indirect discrimination against women.

Thirdly, implementation of the new system raises serious doubts about the fairness of the selection and screening procedures. Formally, the management career track is open to both men and women (in most cases restricted to graduates only), but in practice men are almost always assigned to it automatically, whereas women are selected for it only exceptionally. During selection interviews with management, women often appeared to be challenged with tough questions about mobility and potential sacrifices of family life. Men who intended to select the clerical (or non-mobile) career track were persuaded by the companies to change their mind (Asahi Shimbun, 1 September 1987).

Some good practice companies implement the career tracking system with goodwill and genuinely hope to select a small number of women to be put on the elite career course. However, companies are only prepared to offer such ‘special favour’ to women provided that they are willing to make a full commitment to work like their male colleagues. Despite the formal offer of opportunities, in reality very few women managed to pass the selection procedures. A survey by the Japan Institute of Women’s Employment (JWWE 1990: 26) on 40 firms in the finance, insurance and banking sector which had adopted the career tracking system found that only 1.3 per cent of the women employees were in the managerial track, as compared with 99.0 per cent of the men (Table 3). In contrast with the managerial track, the clerical track has remained exclusively a female domain. Under the present EEO Law, it is considered acceptable for companies to restrict certain jobs to women only.

The formal classification of employees into different career tracks is in effect the institutionalisation of past informal practices which segregated women into the inferior dead-end jobs. The present system is more of a classification of employees by status rather than by type of work. It would seem that from management’s viewpoint, the offer of a ‘choice’ to individuals at the point of entry not only fulfils the equal treatment requirement of the EEO Law, but also automatically justifies the differential wage systems, training and promotion opportunities accorded to different ‘classes’ of employees in different career tracks. Employers can thus justify paying a woman lower wages, and offering her less training and fewer promotion opportunities because she has made a ‘choice’ to enter the clerical career track.

The above account does not imply that the new selection system will have no effect on women’s career opportunities. The formal offer of equal treatment will lead to some changes, for some women will take advantage of it and seek to pursue the managerial career route. However, the move towards equal opportunities for women will be gradual and extremely limited. The career tracking system preserves the ‘male-oriented’ core personnel system and ensures that equal opportunities will only be offered to a limited number of ‘male women’: those with the ‘right ability and motivation’ (nōryoku to yoku aru josei) - meaning those who can conform to the existing organisational rules and work practices like their male counterparts. It is therefore not surprising that so few women
Table 3: Distribution of male and female employees by career tracks

(Surveys carried out in 1987 on 40 firms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career Track</th>
<th>Male %</th>
<th>Female %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Managerial (Sōdōshoku)</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical (Ippanshoku)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Mid-way' (Chūkanshoku)*</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist (Senmonshoku)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No. of employees)</td>
<td>(82,049)</td>
<td>(55,615)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: JIWE (1990: 26).

Note: * This is a kind of 'middle-of-the-road' career track recently introduced by some companies to enable some selected women to take up more responsible jobs, but unlike those in the managerial track, there is no requirement for geographical mobility.

HAS THE EEO LAW RAISED WOMEN'S CAREER CONSCIOUSNESS?
As pointed out earlier, the future of equal opportunities for women will depend not only on changes in company policies but also on how far Japanese women themselves start to perceive the possibilities of improvement and begin to make more demands on their employers. In this section, I shall look at the shifts in women's attitudes at a good practice company - a major department store with a reputation for its progressive policies for women. The data are based on attitudes surveys and individual interviews conducted at the store before (1984) and after (1988) the introduction of the law. For a full description of the study, the reader should refer to my book (Lam 1992). In the following, I shall focus on two major aspects of the women's career attitudes: (1) Their aspirations and expectations for promotion and; (2) their intention to pursue a continuous career.

Aspirations and Expectations for Promotion
In the questionnaire surveys, the respondents were asked two questions relating to their aspirations and expectations for promotion: (1) 'Do you desire promotion to a higher position?'; (2) 'If you continue to work in this company, up to what level do you think you will be promoted?' The first question aims at probing a general response indicating aspirations, that is, whether women want promotion, and the second question asks the respondents to predict the specific level which they think they can achieve. The same questions were asked in the 1984 and the 1988 surveys.

If the EEO Law and the company's equal opportunities policies are having a positive influence on women's career attitudes, one can
hypothesise the following: (1) That women's aspirations and expectations for promotion should have increased over time; (2) that such a shift in attitude will be more prominent among the younger women as they are most likely to be affected by the EEO Law and benefit from the policy changes.

Contrary to expectations, there is no evidence that women's aspirations for promotion have gone up (Table 4). As regarding their promotion expectations, some significant shifts can be observed, especially among women aged under 24 (Table 5). Those with low promotion expectations dropped rather sharply from 50.8 per cent in 1984 down to 32 per cent in 1988. Those with moderate or high expectations remained a small minority at both points of time. The most striking feature is the increase in the proportion of those with an 'uncertain' attitude (those who replied 'don't know'); this figure rose from 42.9 per cent in 1984 to 61.6 per cent in 1988. The tendency towards greater 'uncertainty' can be observed across the whole female sample, but is most striking among the younger women.

On the whole, the findings seem to support our general prediction that equal opportunity policies will have a greater impact on the career expectations of younger women. However, this observation needs some qualification: what could be said is that young women appeared to be less pessimistic about their chances for promotion in 1988. Fewer of them expected to remain in a low position, yet there is no clear-cut evidence that their expectations of promotion to higher positions have increased over time. Instead, a great majority of them expressed an 'uncertain attitude'. The significant observation is that those women who are most likely to benefit from the company's equal opportunity policies appear to display a greater degree of uncertainty about their career future than before. How do we explain this? There are two possible explanations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4 Women's promotion aspirations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>('Do you desire promotion to a higher position?')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sample no.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differences (x²) between 1984 and 1988 are not significant.
Table 5  Promotion expectations of young women (aged under 24)
(‘If you continue to work in this company, up to which level do you expect to be promoted?)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1988</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low expectation</td>
<td>50.8%</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate expectation</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High expectation</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>61.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sample no.)</td>
<td>(240)</td>
<td>(149)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differences (z2) between 1984 and 1988 are significant at 0.005 level.

Notes:  a) Low expectation group: Those who replied that they expected to remain as ordinary employees or up to team leader level (Kakarichō).  b) Medium expectation group: Those who expected promotion up to middle management level (Kachō) level.  c) High expectation group: Those who expected promotion up to top management or senior executive level (Buchō) level or above.

the first relates to women’s practical reaction to the ‘new situation’ and the second concerns the conflicts in values experienced by the women.

Firstly, women’s increased ambivalence about their career future could be a reaction to the fact that core career jobs have become much more demanding, especially in terms of working hours. Our survey results show that both men and women worked many more overtime hours in 1988 than they did in 1984. The increase was particularly remarkable among the young women graduates; in 1984 only 2 per cent worked more than 20 hours overtime per month, but the proportion increased to 22 per cent in 1988. This was also confirmed by my interviews with a group of women in core career jobs in 1987. Among the 21 women interviewed (they were initially interviewed in 1983), two-thirds worked more overtime hours than they did in 1983. Some younger women, especially those regarded by the company as ‘high flyers’, worked up to an average of 50 hours overtime per month. The majority of the women interviewed had more doubts about the possibility of combining work with having a family. In addition to the actual increase in career demands, the company’s new policies of career tracking and adoption of more formal selection procedures also appear to have made women, especially the ‘potential beneficiaries’ of the new policies, more aware of the ‘negative aspects’ of upward mobility, such as long working hours, showing loyalty to the company and a commitment to the mobility requirement. The company introduced the career tracking system in 1986. Younger women who joined the company after 1986 were likely to be informed of the demands which the company would make on them if they intended to select the ‘mobile career track’. The selection and screening processes themselves might have had an impact on women’s attitudes. Both my survey results and interviews show that in comparison with the pre-EEO Law situation, women in 1988 perceived greater
'availability' of equal opportunities. At the same time, they were also more clearly informed of the terms and conditions required for equality. The increased degree of uncertainty among the young women could reflect their reaction to the new situation. It is as if these women were saying 'Now that I can have it and I know what are the constraints, I am not so sure I want it.' The possibility of giving women access to better career opportunities also means that women are asked to make more clear-cut choices at the early stages of their careers in order to facilitate the company's training and manpower planning policies. The 'pressure of equality' was becoming more obvious to women in 1988 then in 1984.

There is another reason why women would appear to have become more ambivalent about their career future. This is the manifestation of a greater degree of value conflict experienced by the women in the post-EEO Law era. Such conflict is likely to be greater among women who are more career conscious. The EEO Law is a symbolic representation of the value of sex equality and the importance of women's role in employment. The introduction of the law might have in fact raised the career consciousness of women. The fact that the attitudes of the young women - the post-EEO Law generation - have shifted most is a suggestive piece of evidence. It is possible that the law may not have raised women's aspirations for promotion because of women's reaction to the 'real situation' at the company. The 'law effect' and the 'company policy effect' may have generated opposing influences on women's attitudes. This may help to explain why the group of women who are most likely to be affected by both factors exhibit a high degree of 'uncertainty' about their career future. Another point is worthy of note: both the EEO Law and the company's policies have stressed giving women access to equal opportunities without introducing positive measures to ease women's career constraints. Women may have felt it easier to leave employment before when they were confronted with conflicting demands. However, the value of sex equality as a desirable goal has put more women in the dilemma of choosing between 'either work or family'. Hence, more of them displayed a greater degree of 'uncertainty' in 1988.

Attitudes to Career Continuity
A comparison of the survey results in 1988 with those of 1984 shows that the proportion of women wishing to pursue a continuous career has declined over time, from 16 per cent in 1984 to 12 per cent in 1988. The intensive demands on employees in career jobs to work excessively long hours and to make a commitment to relocation appear to have driven a growing number of women to become more 'home-oriented'. The majority of the women interviewed pointed out that, if equal opportunities meant they had to forgo having a family and work like men, they would rather seek a compromise by adopting a 'two-phase work profile'. Indeed, government surveys (PMO 1979 and 1999) also show a decline in the proportion of women intending to pursue a continuous career, from 20 per cent in 1979 to 14.4 per cent in 1989. By contrast, the proportion of women who prefer to adopt a two-phase work profile, retire from work when they have families and re-enter the labour market when their children have grown up, has increased from 39 per cent in 1979 to 64.2 per cent in 1989. For the majority of Japanese women, this is probably a pragmatic choice in a system which does not allow career jobs to be compatible with family life and in a society which expects women to take sole responsibility for raising children.

An increasing number of good practice companies may have allowed and even encouraged more women to compete with their male colleagues on an equal basis, but the intensive demands of the core
career jobs and the lack of policy measures to ease women's career constraints mean that such opportunities are seen as irrelevant by the majority of the women. In the case company, there was some evidence that women were actually turning down promotion. Some women interviewed in 1987 pointed out that the company appeared to be more willing to appoint women to senior management positions then before, but such efforts often turned out to be futile, because women appointed to management positions tended to resign afterwards. If the incidents mentioned are representative, then the 'equal opportunity efforts' made by the company may not have much effect on women's positions.

WHY SO LITTLE IMPROVEMENT?

**EEO Law: a Compromise with Management Power**

The above empirical evidence clearly shows that the move towards equal employment for women has been extremely limited. Although the EEO Law has been quite effective in reducing the number of worst practice companies, by removing the most obvious forms of direct discrimination against women, there is little evidence that companies have taken more positive steps to initiate changes in their core personnel management procedures, especially with regard to job assignment and promotion, apart from adopting a passive policy of equal treatment. On the contrary, the requirement to offer women equal treatment has prompted companies to formalise and institutionalise many of the past informal practices which operated to segregate men and women into entirely separate career tracks. Companies have now introduced more formal screening and selection procedures for those women who intend to pursue the main stream career jobs. Discrimination is indirect and is justified by the 'logic' of the personnel management system.

The EEO Law does not have enough power to prevent employers' sex-based personnel policies. The equal treatment approach has clearly failed to tackle the problem of indirect discrimination. Although the law has helped to reduce many of the formal written rules which discriminate against women directly, many substitute rules are written with sexual differentiation in mind and continue to discriminate indirectly against women. By defining 'equal opportunity' as 'equal treatment of women to men' but not the other way round, the law has created a loophole for employers to earmark jobs for women only. The present EEO Law is clearly a product of political compromise with management power.

It took the Japanese government over seven years to consider and study the EEO Bill. The process of drafting the bill was fraught with difficulties and tensions. Throughout the various stages of the debate, management opposed strongly the idea that companies should be legally bound to offer women equality. They argued that while legal prohibition of discrimination with regard to retirement and dismissal would be inevitable (as these were ruled illegal by the courts in the past, see Cook and Hayashi (1980: 45-62)), other personnel procedures such as recruitment, job assignment and promotion were directly related to companies' assessment systems which should not be subjected to legal intervention. The final version of the bill, which merely imposes a 'moral obligation' on employers not to discriminate against women in these areas, has clearly made concessions to management's view.

During the final Diet debate on the EEO Bill, the Minister of Labour was challenged by a member of the opposition party on whether the proposed legislation was lacking in a human rights perspective. Ryōko Akamatsu, then Director of the Women's Bureau of the Ministry of Labour, made the following reply:

In Japan, the existence of lifetime employment practices means that the length of service of employees is crucially
important. Although equality means one should not use average criteria to evaluate individuals, the controversy with regard to the issue of length of service and lifetime employment could not be overcome even in the Expert Committee.

(quoted in Ouwaki 1987: 11)

The Minister of Labour further reinforced her point:
It is generally agreed that the entry point to the companies is important. Until the present day lifetime employment has been a 'male-centred' system. The individual is of course important but one cannot ignore the average difference between men and women. Companies' personnel management systems have been operating on this assumption. Up to the present, women's length of service has been relatively short, and one cannot say for sure that their length of service will increase. The future improvement of this will have to rely mainly on administrative guidance.

(quoted in Ouwaki 1987: 12)

The above statements made by the government clearly reveal that management had won a major victory in the EEO Law controversy. The hidden message seems to be that the UN convention is too idealistic for Japan to implement as it is. The Japanese government seems to prefer a step-by-step approach, taking into account the employment practice peculiar to the country. However, by compromising with the existing reality and by appealing to the voluntary 'moral obligation' of the employer to provide women with equality in the most important stages of employment, the EEO Law has done no more than reasserting management control over the agenda of change.

Management's Continued Attachment to the 'Japanese Employment System'
Why are Japanese companies so reluctant to introduce more liberal equal opportunities for women? In the light of economic and demographic changes, the failure to attract and retain more able women in responsible jobs is a problem of concern for management. Many companies are well aware of the dilemma they are facing, in order to attract and retain more able women in top jobs, companies need to change the promotion rules and the work practices governing the core career jobs, for example, allowing for greater flexibility in career planning, enabling women to retain their seniority after a period of career break, reducing the intensity of work and allowing for the mobility rules to be applied in more flexible ways. However, altering these rules too radically could have two 'undesirable' consequences from the viewpoint of management.

Firstly, offering women true equal opportunities would imply redistribution of promotion chances between men and women. This would disrupt the job security and long-service promotion expectations of male employees, which are part of a long-standing implicit understanding between management and male employees. This customary expectation has been the major force generating high commitment, high output effort and willingness to cooperate in furthering the aims of the company. The benefits management derives from these long-standing practices are considerable, and it is not at all clear that Japanese companies are willing to give them up. As long as 'good employers' in the Japanese enterprise community are still expected to be able to offer long-term job security and stable career progression for their (male) regular employees, giving up the benefits of the traditional system too rapidly might jeopardise the status of companies in the enterprise community and their ability to attract good quality male graduates.
Management's continued attachment to the traditional employment practices imposes a severe constraint on their willingness to introduce more liberal equal opportunities for women.

Secondly, introducing fundamental changes in the career rules to allow more women to retain their seniority and career continuity would not only imply an absolute increase in labour costs, but would also lead to an expansion in the number of employees under the guarantee of lifetime employment with its associated career expectations. The guarantee of lifetime employment under the seniority wage and career progression system is extremely costly and rigid. The smooth operation of the core employment system depends on the existence of a large number of women willing to work as low cost 'peripheral' employees to provide the necessary flexibility. Full equal opportunities for women would not only de-stabilise the male career hierarchy and the established work practices, but would also upset the flexibility of the employment system.

In the 1980s and 1990s, the increased pressures for greater equality for women have pushed Japanese companies to adopt more cautious policies in maintaining a delicate balance between the need to give some selected women equal opportunities and at the same time ensuring that the long-standing employment practices governing the internal career jobs will not be disrupted. The career tracking system has been designed to co-opt a small number of highly-educated women with strong career aspirations and, at the same time, to prevent the EEO Law from inflating the expectations of all women. Indeed, since the introduction of the EEO Law, Japanese companies have introduced more clear-cut formal policies of segmentation by employment status. An increasing number of women are now employed as contract or part-time workers who are outside the scope of the EEO Law. This segmentation policy helps to dilute the potentially destabilising effects of equal opportunity pressures.

Women's Consciousness: An Obstacle to Change?
One final question the readers might raise: Why is it that Japanese women appear to continue to accept their conditions? There has been little evidence that Japanese women have become more career conscious and begun to make more demands on their employers. Does this indicate that equal opportunities are not desired by the majority of Japanese women? Or is it that there is a lack of awareness of the need for change?

Opponents of equal opportunities for women in Japan often use the following observations to argue against the introduction of more drastic policy changes: (1) Improved career opportunities do not always seem attractive to women and (2) Japanese women themselves endorse the sex role ideology, and their psychological identity with the traditional feminine role renders external action ineffective. These observations are not entirely inaccurate but they should not necessarily be used as a guide for policy.

What deserves more consideration is why the majority of Japanese women are not prepared to accept the type of 'equal opportunities' offered by their employers. Under the present employment system, women who desire equal opportunities are asked to accept and conform to the male working norm, which requires them to work continuously without interruption, to accept the mobility requirements in a very rigid way, to work excessively long hours as a sign of commitment to the company and to ensure that the occupational sphere remains aloof from the domestic sphere. All these practical constraints have made any expectation for career advancement unrealistic for the majority of women.

Nevertheless, it is true that compared to their counterparts in western countries, Japanese women have been slow in developing their equality consciousness for equal rights. Experience in the United States
and the United Kingdom suggests that active intervention by the
government in the provision of equal opportunities policies for women was
largely a result of political campaign and lobbying by women's pressure
groups (Meehan 1985). In Japan, women's pressure groups have not
consolidated as a major social force to exert pressure on the government
to intervene more actively in equal opportunity issues. The women's
voice was almost unheard in the process of drafting the EEO Law. The
present legislation is a manifestation of the dominance of management
power in Japanese society.

An important lesson that Japanese women can learn from their
counterparts in the West is that grass-roots lobbying and political
campaigns from women themselves are important means for propelling
equal opportunities issues to the top of the political agenda. Without
stronger political pressures from Japanese women themselves for more
active state intervention, the future of equal employment is unlikely to
progress beyond its present limit. Japanese women cannot achieve full
and real equality on men's terms. The male work norm will have to
change and the Japanese management system will need to be
challenged.

NOTES
1. For a more detailed analysis of the historical background leading to
the introduction of the law, see chapter 5, Lam (1992).

2. Originally the law was entitled 'Danjo Koyō Kikai Byōdō Hō'. The
word byōdō means equality. At some stage during the debate, the
word byōdō was replaced by kintō which can be translated as
'equalizing' or 'progress toward equality'. Some Japanese critics
suggest that the change of the title from Byōdō to kintō signifies a
compromise of the government to the opponents of the legislation.
The present title suggests an effort toward equalizing opportunity
rather than a commitment to achieve such equality (Edwards 1988:
243).

3. The questionnaire survey was first conducted at the company in
March 1984 on 1,100 employees (approx. 700 women and 400
men) and replicated in the summer of 1988 on 800 employees
(approx. 600 women and 300 men). The response rates for both
surveys were above 80 per cent. In addition, in-depth individual
interviews were carried out with 34 women employees first in the
winter of 1983 and later in the summer of 1987, two-thirds of the
initial group were later re-interviewed.

4. The proportion of women employees classified as part-time, arbeit
and contract workers increased from 26 per cent in 1981 to 36 per
cent in 1990. In comparison, male non-regular workers showed
only a slight increase from 6 per cent to 8 per cent over the same
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